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Member of Taiwan Hand-Angel

Ya-Wen Huang 
Interview volunteer for applicants, Taiwan Hand-Angel



A.The Social Context Before Hand-Angel Established

1. The Martial Law was lifted in 1987. Since then, a growing wave of social movement on 
disability began.

2. Taiwan LGBTQ+ movement began in 1990s. The major demand is sexual liberation.
2-1  Taiwan Tongzhi (LGBTQ+) Hotline Association was established in 1998. Providing services for LGBTQ+ with disability.
2-2  Vincent, a LGBTQ+ member began a broadcast program in 1999. Later on established a group named “LGBTQ+ with 

disability.”
2-3  The first LGBTQ+ Rally in Taiwan took place in 2003. The organizer emphasized that everyone is welcomed. 

3. The sex worker struggle in 1997 initiated the discussion on legalizing sex work in Taiwan.
4. Taiwan enacted Gender Equity Education Act in 2004. The law regulates that schools have to 

provide education on sex, gender, LGBTQ+ and emotional education.
5. A group name “True Love Alliance” initiated a petition with false information about gender 

equity education in 2011. Since then the conservative groups in Taiwan began the drawback 
on gender equity education and same-sex marriage.



B.The reason why we establish Hand-Angel (Vincent)

1. Male, gay, physical disability
2. LGBTQ+ activist
3. 22 years relationship with an able-

bodied boyfriend
4. The organizer of Hand-Angel

“I’m lucky to have accompany while it 
is hard for disabled people to stay in 
relationship. Some of them even have 
difficulties in masturbation. I want to 
let them know what orgasm is like.”



B.The reason why we establish Hand-Angel  (Chih-Wei)

1. Able-bodied, gay
2. Teacher of special education
3. LGBTQ+ activist 

The LGBTQ+ and disabled people are 
under the restriction of the sexual 
norm. I want to use sex as a weapon to 
fight against the discrimination on 
LGBTQ+ and disability in Taiwan. Our 
society should face the reality that long 
term care needs to include sex caring.



B.The reason why we establish Hand-Angel  (Ya-Wen)

1. Physically disabled, female 
2. Teacher of special education
3. Disability issue activist

It is difficult to be a disabled female. 
We are refrained from telling people 
our needs of sex. So when I heard 
about Hand-Angel, I felt that I have 
to join them and do something.



B.The reason why we establish Hand-Angel  (A-Kung)

1. Able-bodied, gay
2. Male actor in gay video
3. LGTBQ+ activist
4. Working in legal field

Through Hand-Angel, I want to show 
our society that there is sexual 
needs from the disabled people and 
we should legalize sex work.



C. Major incidents of Hand-Angel in chronicle

• Hand-Angel was established in April 2013. The member are all gay that only 
provide services to severely disabled gay male applicants, 90 minutes each 
and 3 times in their lifetime. 

• Hand-Angel began to accept straight male applicants in 2014.
• A female applicant came in 2015. Thus Hand-Angel began to accept severely 

disabled female applicants. At the end of 2015, an exhibition on sex assistive 
devices and a forum were held. 

• The first “Disabled People Need Sex” rally was held in 2018. The rally 
continued in 2019, demanding “Special educational institutions needs to teach 
sex education”, “Legalize sex work” and “barrier-free environment”

• Although there was influence from pandemic, the number of application for 
Hand-Angel reach a record-high in 2020. The number of services decreased to 
zero in 2021 because of the Level 3 epidemic alert.





D. The principle of Hand-Angel
1. Disable-people-centered and reflect on each other:
Interview volunteers have to be disabled people (peer helping). Equality is one of the 
core of service. Both parties have the rights to suspend the service at anytime. The 
service itself is part of the activism and a way to recruit potential activists.
2. Alliance of various social movements in respond to the complexity of modern society:
The combination of disability, LGBTQ+, sex work legalization is a sexual liberation of 
minority.
3. Sex is a self-discovery and self-development for disabled people:
The service provided by Hand-Angel emphasizes the empowerment on disabled people 
through providing resources and affirmation and recognition on sex and disability.



E. Future prospects

1. How can we balance the need between epidemic prevention and Hand-

Angel services?

2. Sex education should be customized according to different needs of 

various disability. The stakeholders should participate in the decision 

making process when designing the relative education program.

3. Long-term care should include sex rights of the disability and should be 

disabled-people-centered. We hope that in the near future we can 

establish an applicable and feasible sex care service in long-term care.



Thank you for listening!
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